Trustees approve budget, employee pay raises

By GREG SPOON

Several pertinent issues were discussed at the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees Monday, October 17, at the Houston Cole Library.

Subjects given consideration dealt with business pertaining to the fiscal year.

-A resolution passed giving the university permission to renovate Self Hall to house the College of Communications.

-Board members unanimously passed a resolution recommending the purchase of a building on Commerce and Business Administration.

-Board members and University officials have been conducting a study to determine if Forney Hall be named in honor of Lucille Bascom, a girl comes over here and tries to rape us," said Sherman Glazner, the one who is "supposed" to be there. "We're big enough to protect ourselves if that doesn't work, we'll house women's athletics. Forney Hall will be used as an apartment complex for married students and the armory will be used for intramural activities.

-By CLAY WARMBROD

False alarms plague dorms

Many of the dormitories on campus are being plagued this year by prank fire alarms. The men's dorms have been the most susceptible.

Logan has too many, Patterson-two, Crow 198, Forney Hall one last Sunday at 3:30 p.m., Dixon has one Friday night at 11:00 p.m. and the week before at 4:00 p.m. Saturday morning, New Dorm-one, Rowan-one, and Sparkman-one.

Assistant Dean of Student Affairs Miriam Higginbotham said, "Anybody who does this pulls an alarm when there is no fire and is caught will be expelled from the dorms and school."

Officer Arner McDaniel of the campus police stated that a false alarm is a Class A misdemeanor, punishable by a $1,000 property bond or a $500 cash bond. He added that if a student is injured in the evacuation process, the misdemeanor automatically becomes a felony. The degree of injury determines degree of punishment.

Many times, according to Higginbotham, it is not dorm residents pulling the alarms, but outsiders.

Dorm Director Philip Wright stated that he has a suspect for one of the Logan Hall false alarms. Patterson Director Robert Cotney has two suspects for the last false alarm in his dorm. Both directors have these people under surveillance.

"They ought to put something (in dye) on the alarms," said Crow Director Larry Cunningham. "It would give the person that pulls it something to worry about."

Sparkman Hall has had an alarm system since its construction in 1979. Mrs. Marzell Lasseter, the Director there, said Sparkman does not usually have more than one or two false alarms per semester, and thinks that

Visitation regulations prove unequal

By DONNA AVANS

"We're big enough to protect ourselves if a girl comes over here and tries to rape us," said Sherman Glazner, an R.A. at Glazer Hall, expressing the sentiment of many of the male R.A.'s about the requirements that enforce dorm visitation regulations. "I think it's uncalled for."

Logan dorm director Philip Wright said that there's not been a "whole lot" of problem in enforcing the regulation. But one of the unremedied discrepancies between male and female rules has led to some difficulty. As Wright said, "We're still different as far as boys' and girls' dorms are concerned. The back doors are still open on the boys' dorms. Apparently, however, the differences in the actual enforcement of policy do not stop there.

Logan Hall does not always have an R.A. on duty during visiting hours. According to the dorm director, there is a no R.A. on duty if the one who is "supposed" to be there has a class or something."
SGA proclaims Walk-to-Class day

By CAROL SCANTLAND

"Three things on campus are always complained about — the price of textbooks, SAGA food, and the traffic situation," stated Steve Martin, Vice-president of the Student Government Association. The traffic and parking situation is definitely a problem.

According to one Sparkman Dorm resident, "The parking is horrendous." Another revealed, "I have $15.00 worth of parking tickets. There is never a place to park." One dorm resident even suggested that the teachers should walk to classes like a lot of students do. Granted the traffic problem is serious. But what can be done about it?

Walking is one possibility. The SGA is planning to sponsor a Walk-to-Class Day on November 2 for all campus residents. Commented Steve Martin, "Maybe through this day, people will realize how easy it is to walk to class, and they may even enjoy the fresh air instead of sitting in long traffic lines."

Phil Siss, president of the SGA, insisted that there is a definite need for more student input in the matter. "If enough students express concern about the situation and suggest possible solutions, then we will work on it," he stated.

Steve Martin finds Chanticleer "C"

By R. STACY MC'CAN

"When SGA vice president Steve Martin trotted into the Chanticleer office Friday afternoon, there was so much commotion he thought that the basement had collapsed." The junior from Cedartown said $100 richer. He had found the "C." The light green, wooden letter had been hidden under a water fountain on the second floor of the Theron E. Montgomery Student Commons Building. For five weeks, advertisements in the JSU school newspaper had proclaimed that the "C" was hidden. During this time, a clue to where it was located was given.

"Last week's clue, which said that the letter was in a building named for a JSU president, was what stirred student interest. By Thursday afternoon, teams of searchers had begun conducting systematic investigations. Some students were reported to be cutting classes and going from floor to floor of the library, which is named after former JSU president Dr. Houston Cole. Despite such intense competition, Martin won by what he called "just looking under things." Some students were reported to have been misled by an earlier clue, which said, in part, that the "C" was "in the library." Actually, the clue was meant to imply the Commons, since one word is the synonym of another. Because "hanging around" was the clue, "I see hundreds of eyes..."

A student's shoes are perhaps the only things which appear under a drinking fountain.

After looking beneath several chairs, 'ables and other furniture, Martin had found the "C" on the fourth floor of the Commons.

"So I started outside the office, and right away, some lady said, 'I wouldn't be under a fountain.' The Student Senate's entertainment chief was undeterred. When he reached the drinking fountain next to the Harden's and pleaded underneath, he said later, "I flipped out."

The light green "C" was wedged between two pipes on the underside of the stainless steel fixture, where it had been carefully hidden by students. At three o'clock, Martin bounded into the CHANTICLEER office in the basement of TMB, out of breath and holding the valuable consonant aloft.

"And the prize money? Ih've got to pay for my class ring."

Crazies get Mimosa pictures

Do something crazy and get your picture in the 1983 Mimosa. Keith Young, editor of the section Campus Life, thinks a feature depicting "crazy things people will do to get in the yearbook" would be fun.

Those who are interested are invited to gather in front of the Montgomery Student Commons Building with their props Tuesday, October 20, between 3:00-3:30.

Those judged as the "craziest" will be photographed at 3:30 for the feature. Join Shawn Waldrip and have fun with the rest of us.

Browder speaks on education in Al.

By DONNA AVANS

Earlier this month, Glen Browder, JSU Political Science professor and Alabama legislator spoke to the Faculty Scholars and area Phi Beta Kappas about the inadequacies of the public education system in Alabama. Although his legislative "specialty" is the Alabama constitution, not education, Browder is interested in education because it is such an important area.

Browder pointed out that the new laws are designed to prevent loopholes such as certain people going to jail without a court order. "Saginaw," he said, "only goes to jail one time and there is a $100 fine. Either going to jail or paying $100."

"What is the criminal record if you're injured?" "Think about the pain if you're injured."

"Think about the sorrow if you kill or injure another."

Browder said that the proposed new law was designed to prevent people from using loopholes in the law and to prevent the state from losing money in court costs and fines.

"What is the state going to lose if it damages the state's reputation?" "What is the state going to lose if it loses good voters is to organize."

Browder stressed the importance of those who achieve academically remaining in the state. The state will lose money. Many do not want to stay because their students are so close. Browder wanted to stress to the students that the Faculty Scholars group is important for the state to stay. "Don't forget Alabama," he said.

Sanders discusses DUI laws

On 10-11-83, Officer Pearl Williams of JSUPD and Officer Kyle Sanders, JPD, met with residents of Crow Hall and discussed matters varying from the issuance of warnings for autos left unsafe in the parking lots to the new DUI laws.

JSU officers discussed the various acts of crime occurring during the school year as well as elaborating on the issuing of warnings for cars left unlocked (to include those with personal property inside.) These warnings do not carry a fine, they are simply reminders.

The highlights of the discussion centered around the DUI laws. Officer Sanders pointed out that the new laws are designed to prevent loopholes such as certain people getting by without punishment. He stressed that if a person is caught driving drunk he is either going to do the time and/or pay the fine.

Sanders coined a phrase "Think before you drink" and added these points:

1st Offense: Fine - set by judge, $200 - $1,000, $15.00 court cost, 90 day suspended license, mandatory DUI school.
2nd Offense: $500 - $5,500 fine set by judge, $15.00 court cost, 48 hrs. in jail or 20 day public service, 1 year license revoke.
3rd Offense: $3,000 - $5,000 fine set by judge, $15.00 court cost, 60 days in jail, 3 year license revoke.

Waldrip hams it up

Trusted

Senate, requested that faculty, staff, and students be allowed to attend regular board meetings passed unanimously.

Col. Clarence Daugette, Chairman of the Board presided.

A video tape featuring the progress of the last fiscal year proved of much interest to those present. Included was information concerning the $3.5 million projects at Ayers and Merrill Halls to be completed in early 1984.

Following the adjournment of the meeting, the Board members enjoyed a luncheon at the President's home.
Alumni to hold luncheon for all

The Alumni Association is already planning many of its homecoming activities for November 5th.

Before the JSU vs Delta State football game at 2:00 p.m., the alumni will be holding a luncheon at the alumni house from 11:30 to 1:00. The luncheon is for the faculty, students and guests to attend with advance reservations which are required. The reservations are $5 dollars per person.

To receive more information about the alumni house luncheon and/or make reservations contact Pete Brooks or Nancy Turner at 435-8820 ext. 404 or 405.

Naval Reserve Launches Short-Duty Program

The U.S. Naval Reserve is starting a short-duty program that will allow young men and women to join the Navy without serving extended periods of active duty.

Beginning in October 1983, the Naval Reserve will launch the Sea-Air Mariner (SAM) Program. Geared toward high school, vo-tech, and college students, the program allows selected applicants to enlist during the regular school year. Some candidates would go through boot camp between their junior and senior years in high school. Upon returning to school, they would be required to attend monthly weekend reserve drills in or near their hometown. After graduation, qualified SAM sailors could go to a Navy school or receive additional apprentice training. Reserve drills would then be resumed and one two-week period of active duty for training would have to be scheduled each year. Their obligation would be for six years.

As an inducement to enlist under the SAM program, the Navy will also be offering a limited number of financial bonuses and educational assistance grants.

In return, applicants to enlist would have to be scheduled for six years. The program will offer advanced pay rates to volunteers under 26 years of age who already have a skill or type of training needed by the Navy.

Who are you?

Mimosa staff seeks identification of the person on the left in order to lay out the class section of the yearbook. Please identify yourself by 3:00 p.m. Friday, Oct. 20, in Room 1B10.

Sandra Wallace, Rowan Hall Dorm Director, stated that she checked each floor when the alarm sounded, "found out it was a prank," and decided not to evacuate or call the police.

Chad of University Police David Nichols said that residents should always evacuate.

"If we fail to evacuate, the alarms will become meaningless." Higginbotham said the only way to stop the false alarms in the dorms is for "students who live there to become so aware of the danger of it that they will report any tampering with the fire alarms."
**Admissions Standards**

**It’s a question of obligation**

The editorial entitled “Lack of Admissions Standards Lowers Prestige” which appeared in last week’s edition of The Chanticleer has elicited a gratifying response. Whether those who expressed an opinion were in favor or opposed, the indication is that the editorial did its job— to make people up to the fact that there is a growing concern over the academic standards of Jacksonville State University.

The question here is one of obligation. Because of the increased availability of scholarships and the existence of programs such as the Faculty Scholars, JSU is attracting a larger number of students who are actively concerned with academic standards. These are students who come here not only to get a degree, but to learn, to dig a strong foothold in the knowledge of their field. In short, they come here to get a real education.

It is up to the administration to become aware of this and to acknowledge their obligation to create a fertile learning environment for this brighter minority. The open admissions system is a hindrance to that purpose because, unfortunately, Darwin’s theory of “survival of the fittest” does not always pan out in the educational process. The weaker students do not simply “die out” and allow the rest of the group to progress. Instead, they become hangers-on, doing just enough to get by and, in most classrooms, impairing the potential learning and productivity level for the other students.

Admissions standards would step in where “survival of the fittest” leaves off. Such standards would act as a selective process, culling out those people who do not belong in college. The overall level of intellect in each classroom would rise, and with that, the potential for academic growth.

JSU boasts an outstanding corps of instructors whose divergent backgrounds provide an ample feeding ground for the knowledge-hungry student. Why waste this valuable resource on remedying those who border on illiteracy? That is not the purpose of higher education. Why not examine the objectives of this university and consider the institution of admissions standards as a method of using the mental power assembled here to turn out the strongest graduates possible?

The influx of a higher caliber of student at this university demands a focus of attention on academic growth. The students here deserve an opportunity to pursue an education in an environment complementary to higher learning. The institution of admissions standards would be the most effective way to launch a campaign to raise the academic standards at JSU.

---

**Press freedom violated at UNA**

A recent incident at the University of North Alabama is proof positive that student press organizations in many areas must still fight actively for freedom of the press.

The UNA Academic Senate, the equivalent of JSU’s Faculty Senate, recently denied The Flor-Ala, the student newspaper there, permission to cover their meeting. The editors felt this to be a violation of the Alabama Sunshine Law, which prevents legislating bodies from holding closed meetings, so they attended the meeting in spite of the denial.

They were there only to cover the meeting. They caused no disruption, but they were asked to leave. In light of freedom of the press and backed by the Sunshine Law, they politely declined.

They were, in the end, escorted out by security guards who were called by the Academic Senate.

It sounds more like a war council of Andropov and his aides than a meeting of teachers at a small university in Alabama. The worst part is that such incidents are probably not uncommon.

The student press organizations, newspapers in particular, are regarded as inferior on many campuses. They are treated rudely by faculty and staff. They are denied access to information which should be at their disposal, and they are censored by administrators and advisors who are afraid to take the heat which sometimes comes from good reporting.

This is as it should be everywhere. Student press organizations should be treated no differently than the “real” press. The Academic Senate at UNA will soon learn that to treat student reporters as children does more harm than good.

---

**Notice of editorial policy**

The Chanticleer will publish only signed letters to the editor. Letters from students must bear the writer’s student number, while letters from non-students must bear an address and telephone number at which writer may be reached.

Any persons wishing to visit a weekly staff meeting must arrange to do so in advance so that he or she may be placed as the final item on the agenda.
Dear Editor:

Your editorial about JSU's admissions standards (October 13th edition) contained a number of factual gaps.

You should have made a greater effort to support your opinion with facts when you enumerated JSU's "problems." Can you prove there is "an absence of prestige and satisfaction" due to our admissions policy? Are you qualified to judge whether there is "a reduction in the quality of the education obtainable here?" Do you have figures that show "a reduction in the employability of graduates" as a direct result of the admissions policy?

You failed to acknowledge any other viewpoint.

Wouldn't it be fair to recognize a sort of "natural selection" at work in a "closed admissions" system, to suppose that a true "idiot" would be culled by his own poor grades? Wouldn't it be reasonable to extend a little care. I hope you'll extend a little more consideration before you again use "The Idiot" and "Fool"

Sincerely,

Jerry Harris
An Alumnus

---

Dear Editor:

On behalf of JSU alumni, I would like to comment on your article in reference to your paper receive a better balance in judging Jackson State University and the University of Mississippi.

You again use "The Chanticleer" to lambaste your own university.

Sincerely,

Jerry Harris
An Alumnus

---

Dear Editor:

The lack of any admission requirements at JSU does, indeed, make it difficult to maintain academic standards in the classroom. Students who have high ACT scores have little chance of being able to pass university level courses. They do not know how to study, cannot read or write adequately, and tend to pull down the level of the class regardless of the best efforts of the teacher to maintain standards. JSU needs to consider a minimum ACT score in order to be honest with students about their ability to perform at the college level. The net effect of the absence of admission standards is that the entire faculty must act as an admission committee during a student's freshman year by failing those who are not capable of performing at the college level.

Sincerely,

Mary Martha Thomas
Professor of History

---

Dear Lynn,

On behalf of the JSU Education Association, I extend our praise for your bold editorial on entrance standards. JSU needs to compare and extend a little care. The Chanticleer to lambaste your own university.

Sincerely,

Jerry Harris
An Alumnus

---

Dear Editor:

Wouldn't it have been adequate if we had come to terms with the fact that the rules of nature? We embarrassing times are over. We want to set them right. The only alternative, we are ready.

All we want is somewhere to get together. For the money we pay, surely we can have the front porch!

Why can't we sit out on the porch? Is there a higher rate of attacks or something? Because no one can stand in a lighted area for over five minutes. Students don't have anywhere to go except in the bushes, behind a tree, or somewhere. The most embarrassing times are when visitors come up. They immediately see the following: "No sitting on the front steps." "No sitting in the lobby." Quiet hours from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. "No smoking or eating in the lobby." One coupon per pizza. Expires: 10-26-83

(See LETTER, Page 9)
Collins, Hayman featured in Alabama Pops

The sweet sounds of Judy Collins and the exuberant orchestra of popular conductor Richard Hayman will meet in concert at the Civic Center on October 21 and 22, in the first performance of the season for the Alabama Pops Orchestra.

Judy Collins, who is known for her distinctly personal blend of the folk, rock and country idioms, will sing several of her own compositions and many of her hit records. Since the early sixties, Collins has recorded six gold albums - including Wildflowers and Whales and Nightingales and hit singles "Someday Soon" and "Send in the Clowns.

As a songwriter, Collins draws her material from the rich fabric of her own life. "My work is an expression of the person I am - a mother, a friend, an artist, a woman," she says.

Her most recent album, Times of Our Lives (released January 1983 by Elektra/Asylum) is an intimate expression of her feelings about childhood, the past, life and art.

As a musician, Collins was influenced by her father, a singer, composer and broadcasting personality in Los Angeles and Denver during the "golden" days of radio. Collins began her musical training by studying the classics and evolved to folk music, which at age 16 she sang in Denver clubs. With the release of her first gold album Wildflowers in 1967, she gained recognition as a composer in her own right.

As a singer, Collins' continuing artistic growth has been hailed as a transition from "folk-pop chanteuse to full-throated soloist." Her most memorable was the score for the movie "Ruby Gentry." The movie's theme song "Ruby," released as a single, zoomed to the top of record charts all over the world and brought about a renewed interest in the harmonica, an interest which has continued throughout the years with everything from rock groups to full symphony orchestras.

The Alabama Pops concert with Collins and Hayman will begin at 8:00 p.m. in Jefferson County Civic Center. Tickets are available through the Pizitz box office or the Symphony Office at 2114 First Avenue North.

Season tickets, which save 25 percent off the price of a single ticket, can be purchased for $50 - $65 - $1.

By CAROL SCANTLAND

On October 27th at 8:00 p.m., the Dazz Band will rock the Pete Mathews Coliseum. All who attend this concert are assured of an awesome performance by this popular band.

The Dazz Band, led by Bobby Harris, is from Cleveland, Ohio, and has been together for nine years. Their song, "Let It Whip," received a Grammy Award for being "Song of the Year" and "International Hit of the Year."

"I expect to sell out all the tickets," commented Steve Martin, vice-president of the Student Government Association. Tickets are $4.00 for students and are on sale now in the SGA office.

Stated Steve Martin as to why the Dazz Band was chosen, "I checked into several bands and figured since the last four bands we had at JSU were either rock and roll, country, or beach music, we should try something different. In my four years here, we have yet to have had a performance by a contemporary soul band. Therefore, I thought it was high time we have a soul band to perform for the students."

The opening group for the Dazz Band will be a band called "Between The Two."

"Because of their popularity and music variety, the Dazz Band will attract all different types of listeners," remarked Steve Martin.

Tickets on sale for Dazz Band performance

Dazz Band to headline Oct. 27 show

"Bert’ awards honor video champs

by R. Stacy McCain

Sometimes, column ideas come easy. And sometimes, they say, the moon is blue.

Two events, unconnected in any conceivable way, have made this one easy. A bout of insomnia and the inspiration for Neil Young's "WOMAN'S BODY: Bryan APPLE: INFLUENCED A VIDEO: Jack Nicholson, DECOMPOSE AWARD: Jim Morrison, for "Two Tie Man". Does anybody CARE if the early sixties, Collins has recorded six gold albums of her own compositions and many of her hit records. Since
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'Never Say Never' returns Connery as Bond

By MELINDA GALLAHAR
And MICHELLE BASHAM

Sean Connery is back as James Bond, agent 007, licensed to kill. Removed from active service, Bond has been training new agents. During rejuvenation at a health clinic, Bond stumbles upon a sinister plot devised by SPECTRE (Special Executive for Counterintelligence, Terrorism, Revenge and Extortion), and is called back to active duty.

The head of SPECTRE is Ernst Stavro Blofeld (Max Von Sydow), a long time enemy of Bond. The master mind of the ominous plot is one of the SPECTRE's brilliant agents, Largo (Klaus Maria Brandauer). Largo enlists a beautiful but deadly assassin, Fatima Blush (Barbara Carrera). She is like a black widow in that she must mate her prey before she kills him.

The women in the movie are like night and day. Fatima's villainous dark complexion and hair match the dark evil within her. Even her pet snake represents the true side of Fatima. Everything about her is exaggerated, from her dark eyes to her large red lips. In contrast, the heroine, Domino (Kim Basinger), is fair in appearance and pure in spirit. She is naive about Largo's evil nature and is so totally entranced by James Bond that she aids him in his crusade against Largo.

Some interesting aspects are worthy of acclaim. The movie was filmed in two countries: England and France. Many exotic locations, some of which are the Bahamas, French Rivera, Nice and Monte Carlo, are fascinating. The photography in the underwater scenes was extremely well done, for example, the scene where James is attacked by real sharks. Another good point of the movie is the ballroom scene where James forfeits his winnings for a single dance with Domino.

Fatima's clothing is directed at the male viewer. Her clothing is seductive and virtually nonexistent. Fatima's clothing of red and black and her provocative hairstyle parallel her evil character. In appearance, as well as personality, she is by far the most "explosive" character in the movie.

Unfortunately Sean Connery does not live up to the expectation of his previous portrayal of James Bond. It is clearly obvious to the observant viewer that body makeup was applied to give Connery the appearance of youthfulness and the toupee hid his receding hair line. Connery no longer conveys excitement to the Bond role; instead it is evident that Connery has a hard time holding a woman's interest.

Connery should have remained true to his vow, "Never Again", and not played Bond again. This movie does not live up to the Bond classics that Connery has starred in such as "Dr. No", "Goldfinger", "Thunderball" and others.

"Never Say Never Again" is rated R and is currently playing at the Plaza Cinema.

Attendance increases at Cinematic Arts' campus films

By ROSANNE WEBB

"Attendance at the CAC Films this semester has been very steady," according to Dr. Whitton, advisor for the Cinematic Arts Council.

"There is usually a larger number of students attending movies at the beginning of the year, so this might not be a good indication of attendance for the rest of the year," stated Dr. Whitton.

Phil Sisk, a member of the CAC panel told us, "It's not really fair to compare last spring to this semester because we show two films during the spring and only one during the fall. We're doing better this year than last year. We've spent the same amount of money on less films. That allowed us to get better films."

"We got a very pleasant surprise when 850 people showed up to see An Officer And A Gentleman," Dr. Whitton told us. He also wanted to remind students that two one dollar tickets can be purchased with only one I. D. so bring along your non-student dates.

The general public is encouraged to attend the CAC movies for $1.50 admission.

In December, the number of movies will increase to two movies per week. Included in some of these are both Richard Pryor concerts, Gandi and the first showing in this area of the full-length version of the 1956's movie, Giant.

TUG-OF-WAR

The 2nd Annual Lite Tug-Of-War between Jax State Fraternities is set for Oct. 25, 26, 27, and Nov. 2. This year Fraternity Little Sister Organizations will be competing also!

Contact your I.F.C. representative for further details.

Get involved in this exciting competition.

LITE BEER

Great Taste...Less Filling

1982 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, WI.
Luanne’s parental units drop by

By MIKE LIVINGSTON

Luanne, a typical coed, had spent eight weeks of her life at the friendliest campus in the South. She was asleep in her room in Ivor Sparkman Hall when her phone chirped at 6 a.m. Saturday morning. (Luanne had just come to bed after watching the “Fits” at the famous local nightclub on the square.)

"Hello," said Luanne in a state of drowsiness. "Someone?" said the two older voices.

"Luanne, don't you remember, this is the day you show your parents the friendliest campus in the Oxford-Piedmont area."

Luanne sat bolt upright in her bed. This meant that they were here.

"Oh, Daddy how could I forget? I'll be right down," she said.

"I knew daddy's girl wouldn't forget. Your mother and I will be waiting downstairs." Luanne got dressed as quickly as one could when parental units are downstairs waiting for their child to come down the stairs. In a burst of speed, she headed downstairs toward her parental units.

"Luanne", screamed her mother, giving her a big bear hug that only mothers give their children when they have not seen them in a few weeks.

"My, look at how you have grown," said Luanne's father.

She took her "units" to eat breakfast with Rick at the Big Bopper Dining Hall.

"Hey, what a nice building," said mother.

"Yeah, this is great cereal," said Dad.

After breakfast Luanne took Mom and Dad to a building named for a JSU president.

"Mother and I have told everyone in Huntsville that you are going to find the C!"

"Well", said Luanne softly, "I'm not sure I can find the C.

Dr. Montgomery's building might have the C, but I've looked everywhere." (Dad looked confused. "You mean he has a building named after him and he is still alive?"

"Yes, Daddy, all the buildings are named after people still alive like Dr. Cole, Dr. Stone, Pete's Place." "Gosh, Luanne, I thought only the Bear could have a building named after him before he passed away.")

"At JSU, Daddy, everyone's alive." "What is it like to talk to a person that a building has been named after?" asked her mother.

"Just like any other person," she whined. "Let's go across the campus so I can show you the maintenance center." "Is the C by that building, Luanne?"

Luanne drove them over to the maintenance center from the Mr. Bopper Dining Hall.

"Let me show you the athletic van," she said. "Remember when you went to college in the 1950s and you said your school had only 4 vans for the varsity sports at your university?"

"Yes, I do," said father.

"Why, they have only one athletic van and no one gets to use it... That is an outrage, Luanne! Why don't they have money when participating Wendy's, Hare, and Salad Dining Hall?"

"Oh, Daddy how could I forget?" Luanne's father.

"Remember. Miss JSU?" said Luanne.

They nodded their heads as they walked towards Bibb Graves.

"Troy State bought her out and now she is at Troy State."

"Are you sure about this?" said her mother, "If it is true you can run for Miss Jacksonville State, since you are my most beautiful child, Luanne.

"Don't forget only," said Luanne shyly.

"My little girl was the cutest at Huntsville and now she is the best looking girl of all the friendly campus," said her excitable father.

Daddy, then said, "I would like to meet your new boyfriend.

"Why it is only 8 a.m. Father, and he might still be asleep." "Any one that dates my little girl is up at 8 a.m.," said her father.

Luanne called up her boyfriend and he sleepily ran over to Sparkman Hall.

Luanne started to have an ulcer when her latest of boyfriends Sergio walked into the Sparkman lobby to meet the parental units. He looked as if he had been up all night looking for the "C."

"Why must you be Sergio," said mother as she looked at the boyfriend with a look that all over protective mothers give the new suitor that has stolen their daughter's fancy.

"Son, you look a little tired. You didn't go out after you took Luanne home at 9 p.m. last night?" asked father.

"No sir, I just got carried away and started looking for the C, only to find out that Steve Martin just found it a few minutes ago..."

"Now that's what I like in a person."

"What's that sir?" asked the befuddled Sergio, who was buffing his way through this conversation.

"A man who believes in working and making a little extra money really impresses me."

Luanne then got her parents away from Sergio before he said something stupid and sent her "unit" home till Thanksgiving.

Next week: What happened to Bert and Pat!
Local students have been chosen for roles in the upcoming Jacksonville State University production of "Shenandoah," a Civil War musical drama to be staged October 25-30 at the Ernest Stone Performing Arts Center on campus. "Shenandoah" is the story of a Virginia farm family's struggle to stay neutral in the Civil War. But Union and Confederate forces see things only in Blue or Gray.

The farmer and his family are swept up in the mammoth conflict that splits family ties and nearly tears the nation apart.

It is an anti-war musical with heart and humor. The production is full of lovely ballads including "Raise the Flag of Dixie," "Next to Lovin' I Like Fightin'," and "Papa's Gonna Make It Alright."

The cast includes Scott Whorton of Cedartown, Ga., as Charlie Anderson; Shelton Brown of Cordova as Jocab; Greg Coleman of Mineral Bluff, Ga., as James; Mark Parker of Childersburg as Nathan; Rob Smith of Jacksonville as John; Angelle Landalache of Jacksonville as Jenny; Randy Reese of Jacksonville as Henry; Greg Beck of Scottsboro as Robert; Amy Landaiche of Jacksonville as Jenny; Jeff McKerley of Wellington; and Riley Morris of Jacksonville.

The show will start at 8 p.m. October 25-26 and at 2 p.m. October 29-30. For reservations, call the University Box Office at 438-9934 from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.

Tickets are $5 for adults, $3 for senior citizens, and $2 for students. However, season tickets entitle patrons to considerable savings.

"Shenandoah" is directed by Dr. Wayne Claeren of Jacksonville, associate professor of drama. Technical director, and designer is Carlton Ward of Jacksonville, head of the JSU drama department. The orchestra will be directed by Carl Anderson of Jacksonville, assistant professor of music. Vocal coach is Dr. Samuel Brown of Jacksonville, instructor of music.
Student patrol wears many hats

By CAROL SCANTLAND

Aside from the sworn campus police officers, JSU is fortunate enough to have three dedicated student patrol officers who are a part of the UPD.

What exactly does a student patrol officer do?

The person who holds this job is responsible for making sure all buildings on campus are secure at night, setting burglar alarms on these buildings, escorting female students across campus at night upon request, assisting police officers, and maintaining the general security of the campus. This involves walking all over campus at night. All three of the student patrol officers work second shift from 4:00 p.m. to midnight.

Mark Howell, who is a senior, has been with the Campus Police Department for fifteen months. Mark is from Rome, Georgia, and has been involved in various organizations on campus. He was the business manager of the Student Government Association in 1981 and the executive assistant in 1980. He served on the Communication Board for 1981, and on the Judicial Council from 1980 to 1982. He is presently a member of the Kappa Sigma fraternity, and in 1981 was the corresponding secretary for the Inter-Fraternity Council.

Mark stated that the officers of the UPD enjoy an excellent working relationship with each other. “We are all concerned about each other, and as a result, we all work well together,” he offered.

As far as future plans go, after graduation, Mark intends to enroll in law school. He hopes to join the FBI or do some type of federal law enforcement work.

Ronald Dye, another of our student patrol officers, is a senior. Ronald, who is 23 years old, became a student patrol officer in August of 1983. He is from Talladega and is a senior. His major course of study is health and recreation. Besides work and school, Ronald is a member of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity. From 1982-83, he was secretary-treasurer for the Inter-fraternity Council, and an SGA senator. He was also a member of the Alpha American Association from 1981-82, and is presently a Budweiser College Representative.

Ronald, who plans to graduate in December of this year, says his favorite part of the job is walking around and meeting people. He will stay with the UPD after graduation and take graduate courses at JSU. His career goal is to become a Recreation Director with a city Recreation System. But for now, he is happy with his current job. According to Ronald, “I enjoy working with everyone here at the department. They are easy to get along with and the department is very well organized.”

The newest addition to the student patrol trio is Allen Hastings, also a senior. He joined the department in July, 1981 and worked as a dispatcher until this month. Allen is from Hueytown, Alabama, and has a major in Law Enforcement.

“Being a police officer has always appealed to me. I enjoy helping people,” commented Allen. He says he feels this job will help him to gain valuable, first-hand experience with law and law enforcement.

Allen is involved with several campus organizations. These include the Cinematic Arts Council, Lambda Alpha Epsilon, which is the American Criminal Justice Association, and the Baptist Campus Ministry. Allen plans to graduate in August of 1984 with a B.S. in Law Enforcement. He hopes to become a full-time police officer here. “A campus police organization appeals to me because I enjoy working with students,” said Allen.

---

Our Job Is To Save You Time & Money! Here's Proof

Calgon Floral Bouquet Bath and Calgon Oriental Bouquet Bath
For a fragrant silky soft water. Reg. $1.68
Reg. $23.86

West Bend Stir Crazy
Automatic Popcorn Popper
2 to 6 quarts with exclusive stirring rod, stirs itself for fewer unpopped kernels and bigger fluffier popcorn. Reg. $23.86

Sanyo Compact Microwave
10 minute timer with automatic shut-off. Automatic door release bar. Removable glass tray. 6 cubic capacity. 400 watt power output. Perfect for dorm room or apartment.

SALE 2/$1.00
3" Tropical Plants
Reg. 87c

SALE $1.97
Right Guard Spray Deodorant
Reg. $2.76
Original scent 10 oz.

SALE $8.00
No Iron Bedspreads
Twin size, 76 x 108
Brown Only
Reg. $15.44 and 18.96

SALE $1.42
Calgon Floral Bouquet Bath and Calgon Oriental Bouquet Bath

SALE $20.00
West Bend Stir Crazy

SALE $167
Sanyo Compact Microwave

---

WAL-MART
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Our Job Is To Save You Time & Money! Here's Proof
Computers practical for almost everything

By TIM WHITMIRE

Computers are revolutionizing business. Jimmy Green, director of Data Processing here at the University, says that all accountants of the future will be using automation. “Software designed especially for accountants, saves time and money. When computer science majors take a programming job, many times they will be working with accounting systems,” says Jimmy Green. Many students on campus with accounting majors wisely choose computer science minors. As time progresses, the demand for computers in business, school, and home increases, along with the necessity of operation experience.

Computers are now practical for many businesses. Some of the reasons for this are the advantages made in microcomputers which are attainable at low cost and the expansion of software designed for specific jobs. This makes usage easier and in many cases eliminates the need for persons to program the software inside the business. All that is necessary is the key data into these prearranged frameworks.

Computers are becoming a natural part of our everyday lives. Many models are designed for useful purposes in the home such as balancing checkbooks, making grocery lists, keeping financial records, and listing possessions in categories for insurance purposes.

Children also use them for doing part of their homework and for special motivation. Green says, “One day you will see computers regulating heating and cooling systems, and perhaps lighting, washers and dryers, microwaves, and the like.” Microcomputers are also moving more and more into the school systems. Several high schools in the area, including White Plains and Jacksonville, use computers in classroom instruction. Alexandria High School is in the market now for a computer to assist in record keeping and for use in their business department.

Computers are also a big help in churches with the types of software available. It has been a big help in the area of keeping membership records. Larger churches use software to keep address files of members according to name, age, sex, or even Sunday School class. Rev. Barry Howard of Post Oak Springs Baptist Church uses an Apple II Home Computer to help with his work through word processing and doing Bible research programs.

With the rate of computer growth in all areas of our living, requirement for computer skills is inevitable. Jimmy Green says, “If two resumes are equal except for computer training attract a personnel director, the applicant who has the computer training will be certain to get the job.”

A student involved in any academic program dealing with mathematical techniques will find that a computer science minor complements the major according to Green.

According to Dr. Clyde Cox, chairman of the English department, all English majors should take basic courses in computer science. A graduate seeking a job in any area of publications is very likely to need word processing and computer skills.

---

Two Fish & More
Dinners $3.99
Offer expires: Oct. 31, 1983

Each dinner has 2 crispy fish fillets, fresh cole slaw, golden fries, & 2 crunchy hushpuppies.

3-Pc. Fish Dinner
Only $2.49
Offer expires: Oct. 31, 1983

Each dinner has 3 crispy fish fillets, golden fries, fresh cole slaw & 2 crunchy hushpuppies.

Seafood Platter
Only $2.99
Offer expires: Oct. 31, 1983

Each platter has a fish fillet, 2 shrimp, 2 scallops, golden fries, fresh cole slaw & 2 crunchy hushpuppies.
Williams twins—two of a kind

By R. DALE BARNWELL

Twins have aroused our curiosity and perhaps made some of us envious of their closeness. From earlier ages the legendary founders of Rome, Remus and Romulus, fascinated us. There is a mystique about having a mirror image and alter-ego of oneself.

During a recent interview, I had the opportunity to observe a slight growing apart between a pair of freshman twins who attend JSU.

Troy and Roy Williams, sons of Mrs. Pearl Williams of Tuskegee, have always been very close. The only ones that really show are his teacher, Roy's questioning look.

As the interview progressed, Roy's loquaciousness resulted in their coming here together. A difference between high school and college, according to Troy, is that the girls are prettier and there are more here. Troy said they also have to take more notes in class. You can see some difference in viewpoint here.

The future appears bright to these two young men. They said, "The only ones that really show are my talking more and he's smarter, I think." Troy nods an agreement to this.

One of the few fights they had resulted from a window that Troy broke out. Their parents thought Roy did it, and he got a whipping.

As youngsters, both read many books. Their favorite in high school was Animal Farm by George Orwell. Both admitted to reading little now because of lack of time.

When time to attend college came, Roy nearly went to Tuskegee, but a desire to be together and the scholarships resulted in their coming here together.

A difference between high school and college, according to Roy, is the girls are prettier and there are more here. Troy said they also have to take more notes in class. You can see some difference in viewpoint here.

The future appears bright to these two young men. They acknowledge that seeing more of the world through college is separating them somewhat. They may even go into different careers. But the bonds of their hearts will hold them together though thousands of miles separate them.

CDCS Forum
The complete interview

Fantastic! You finally have an interview! You're going to meet a person face to face for an extended period of time, and you realize that a decision will be made on your future from that meeting.

What do you do? How can you prepare? What will the interviewer ask? What should you say? What should you wear? These and hundreds of other questions blow your mind. You get more and more nervous.

Fear of the unknown is one of the primary causes of nervousness in an interview.

The interview is a vital part of the employment process. Good performance in the interview is essential to landing a job. You must know what to expect and be skilled in interview techniques.

As a service to students, Career Development and Counseling Services will hold a seminar on interview techniques. Dave Easterbrook, College Campus Recruiter for K-Mart Corporation, will be on campus October 25 at 7:00 p.m. in 303 Bibb Graves.

Read Your Chanticleer!!

DR. TERRY L. BONDS TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THAT DR. DAVID G. CHANDLER WILL HEREAFTER BE ASSOCIATED WITH HIM IN THE FAMILY PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY AND GENERAL VISION CARE

1475 1st AVE. SW Beside Jullie Hospital JACOBSENVILLE, AL 36265 TELEPHONE 435-8027

128 S. CENTER AVENUE PIEDMONT, AL 36272 TELEPHONE 435-6413

OFFICE HOURS MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY BY APPOINTMENT

DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

Bud Draft To Go $4.75 Gal
Budweiser 6 Pk. 12 oz. cans $2.99
Budweiser 6 Pk. Longneck returnables $3.16
Miller 6 Pk. 12 oz. bottles $2.99
Miller 6 Pk. 16 oz. Cans $3.40
Stroh Reg. & Stroh Lite 12 oz. cans $3.09

ICE COLD BEER

FINA

Owner-Terry Johnson

JACK'S PUTS GOOD THINGS TOGETHER.

Try Our Spicy Chicken & Biscuits And Save!

Jack's famous, spicy Chicken batter with fiery levels from mild to crazy. As a service to students, this chicken is now $1.75 off! Only at Jack's Spicy Chicken. Only at Jack's Spicy Chicken.

And Now Jack's Famous Biscuits For Sale All Day!

Presenting the next generation of Chicken & Biscuits for $1.69 savings. As a service to students and the next generation of Jack's Spicy Chicken.

Presenting the next generation of Chicken & Biscuits for $1.69 savings. As a service to students and the next generation of Jack's Spicy Chicken.

Presenting the next generation of Chicken & Biscuits for $1.69 savings. As a service to students and the next generation of Jack's Spicy Chicken.
Debtors have rights too

With unemployment remaining high throughout Alabama, more and more people are finding themselves unable to pay their debts. A factory worker, for example, earning a good wage and with the future looking bright, may have borrowed money to take his family on a trip. But an unexpected layoff at his wife’s company, or a reduction in his own working hours, may have strained his family’s financial situation so that he can no longer make the payments on the loan.

The loan company or bank that loaned the worker the money for his trip—the creditor—wants the money due and will take the legal steps necessary to collect. The creditor can go to court and get a judgment against this factory worker—the debtor. This judgment can be satisfied in several ways. The debtor may work out a plan for direct payments to the creditor. The creditor may seize certain property owned by the debtor. Or the creditor may garnish the debtor's wages.

Garnishment is a legal procedure through which a worker's earnings are withheld for the payment of a debt. The law provides certain rights to a debtor whose wages may be garnished. For example, an employer cannot fire an employee because the employee was garnished for one indebtedness. Another protection provided by law is a limit on the amount that can be taken from a worker's wages. Before garnishment can occur, a creditor must sue the debtor in court and get a judgment. This lawsuit process allows the debtor to defend himself and possibly prove that he does not owe the money. When the lawsuit is filed, the debtor will be served notice of the suit by either the sheriff or certified mail. The debtor then has the right to file an answer to the lawsuit and raise any defenses he may have.

If the debtor has no defense, a judgment in favor of the creditor is rendered. Then, unless the debtor appeals the judgment, the creditor can garnish the debtor's wages. A creditor cannot garnish wages before first filing a lawsuit against the debtor and getting a judgment. So, the debtor should have advance warning before losing some of his paycheck.

In a garnishment, only a certain portion of disposable earnings can be withheld from a worker’s paycheck. Disposable earnings is the amount of money available to an employee after deductions required by law are made. Legally required deductions include all taxes, unemployment insurance and Social Security.

Disposable earnings is the total amount of money a worker actually takes home, plus the amount of certain deductions from his paycheck, such as for insurance premiums, union dues, or credit union payments.

For example, a worker we’ll call Joan Smith earns a total of $800 each week. Her weekly legal deductions are $33 for taxes, $15 for unemployment insurance, and $12 for Social Security. An additional $25 is deducted for medical insurance and union dues. Although she takes home only $208.50 each week, her actual disposable income is $208.50.

The amount that can be withheld from a worker’s earnings is the difference between her disposable income and her support allowance for her dependents. Support allowance varies with the state in which she resides. In some states, support allowance is 15% or 20% of the worker’s disposable income. In Alabama, support allowance is 10% of the worker’s disposable income. In this example, Joan Smith’s disposable income is $208.50, but her support allowance is only $20.85. Thus, the amount that can be garnished is $187.65, the difference between her disposable income and support allowance.

The limit on the amount of money that can be garnished from a worker’s wages also varies from state to state. In Alabama, the limit is 25% of the worker’s disposable income after support allowance. Therefore, the amount that can be garnished from Joan Smith’s wages is $47.16, 25% of her disposable income of $187.65.

(See LEGAL, Page 14)
Computer network used in experiments

By CLAY WARMBROD

JSU has one of the top five psychology labs in the nation. This is due to the computer network used to control and analyze experiments, according to Dr. William Palya, Associate Professor of Psychology. Representing one of the top five psychology labs in the nation.

The psychology lab has a network of small, special purpose computers controlling experiments and one main computer overseeing all operations. This, according to Palya, is the most efficient way to set up a computerized lab.

The complete network is a network 16-bit computers, collectively able to retain approximately 1/2 million bytes. For analysis, the graphics system allows three dimensional rotation with hidden line removal lines disappear behind forward objects, giving unimpaired perspective.

Palya is often called upon to write papers on the set up of the computer network used here at their laboratory. Approximately 100 pigeons are used in the lab at various times to study learning. Learning is defined behaviorally as how the life form comes to behave differently as a result of systematic relationships as in analysis; "he added, "you have to find patterns and regularities in everything happening." The computers also allow the development of "almost infinitely complex problems," said Palya.

"Part of the way we developed (our network) was to get Serious computer engineering and computer science students to build for us," said Palya. "...we train them, and in return have them do things we need."

The computer controls the lighting patterns, outputs of food, and records the responses. "We expose the subjects to information over and over in a particular way, then test to see how well they did an it," he explained. Some of the birds, said Palya, have been used in separate experiments for over a year now, often one hour a day, seven days a week.

The computers are used so that people are not involved in the drudgery, said Palya, and are available for more important work.

One of the questions Palya and his associates are trying to answer is what are the rules are for when past learned stimuli control or don't control current behavior. No one knows yet, stated Palya. "Things that at first seem like nature are not innate in human behavior; they are learned."
ICC announces blood drive

The Interclub Council announces a blood drive on Tuesday, October 25, and Wednesday, October 26.

The ICC has set a goal of 600 pints for the two-day period. The Red Cross nurses stated that you cannot get AIDS (Acquired Immunity Deficiency Syndrome) from donating blood.

There will be competition between the clubs and organizations on campus. The ICC president stated that JSU is now one over Troy State and Livingston last year and urges every student to donate a pint of blood.

This blood drive will be held from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on the third floor of the Theron Montgomery Student Commons Building.

We'll Help. Will You?

American Red Cross

Delta Zeta plans annual Parents' Day

The Lambda Gamma Chapter of Delta Zeta will hold its Parents' Day on October 22. This annual event will take place at the Theron Montgomery Building Auditorium. The visiting parents will be treated to singing, skits and barbecue. Afterwards, many will stay for the football game with Tuskegee that night. Delta Zeta is looking forward to sharing the closeness of sisterhood with their parents.

On Sunday, October 16, the chapter traveled to Samford University to preside over the initiation of pledges from the re-established Alpha Pi Chapter. Congratulations to the new sisters at Samford.
A membership drive was begun in September, and is still running. As a member of the Student Chapter of ASPA, a person receives the monthly magazine Personnel Administrator, as well as other periodicals. A member also has access to ASPA’s Job Placement Service, and is eligible for a $500 scholarship awarded by ASPA. The club is open to all Management majors and minors, with fees set at $30 per year.

On October 12, ASPA and Phi Beta Lambda were joint sponsors for Matt Shade, a member of the Atlanta Bar, who gave an interesting lecture on Labor Relations. The lecture was followed by a series of questions and answers from students and was greatly enjoyed by all who attended.

On October 26, ASPA will have another meeting at 7:30 in 202 MB. The topic of discussion will be “Preventing Absenteeism and Turnover.” Anyone who is interested is invited to attend.

Re-entry students organize

The organizational meeting of the Re-Entry Student Association will be held Wednesday, October 26, at 3:30 p.m. in Room 327 of Stone Center. All students whose academic careers have been interrupted by work, military service, marriage, children, etc. are welcome. This includes those who are entering the University for the first time, as well as those who are resuming their university studies. Further information about the organization may be obtained from Dr. Mary Martha Thomas, faculty advisor, Department of History, 306 Stone Center.
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Oh! Those amazing Baltimore O's...

BY STEVE CAMP
Sports Editor
Not many predicted it in March. Only devoted Orioles fans and those with brain tumors imagined Baltimore even in the playoffs. But there they were Sunday, jumping about jubilantly hugging everyone when it was all over. The Orioles were World Champions for the first time since 1970.

Who would think a team with a new manager, two rookie starting pitchers, and a less spectacular batting attack would top the London thing that had been a perfect example of nobodys who pulled together to become somebody.

Both the Orioles and the Philadelphia Phillies walked through the league championship with relative ease 3 games to 1. The Dodgers played like their season ended after the regular season, and rightfully it should have. The White Sox evidently read too many newspapers that had them already in the Fall classic. The Sox were never able to get untracked against the Orioles near perfect pitching.

Moving into the series, both teams appeared to be the team of destiny. The Phillies, with a team of old granddads, weren't even supposed to finish above 500. But there they were in the finale.

In the series opener, it appeared that the O's would not be able to reach the paramont. Two solo homers by the Phils were all that were needed to secure the 2-1 victory.

Baltimore quickly evened the series with a convincing 4-1 victory behind the arm of rookie Mike Boddicker. The Orioles were clawing back, despite the ineffective offensive production from Ripken and Murray.

Friday night saw the O's again come fighting back, and again led by an unlikely hero. With Steve Carlton breathing along, Baltimore pieced together a threat in the seventh. With a clutch hit from game hero Benny Agala, Jim Palmer had all he needed to secure the O's second victory, 3-2.

Game 4 saw much of what was seen in the previous contests. The Phils took the lead only to see Baltimore storm back to victory by the score of 5-4.

The Phils were down and it was known publically. With the disguised remarks of Pete Rose and the publicity of Mike Schmidt's nonproductivity, the Orioles quietly whipped the Phils 5-0 behind two Eddie Murray homers to take the crown in 5 games.

The Series may not be one that will go down in the elite records in Cooperstown, but some significant events did take place. There were 9 solo homers in the series. Only the last one, Murray's two - run blast, broke that trend.

-Baltimore's team average was .210 and was the second lowest of any team to win the classic.

-Jim Palmer's win in game 3 made him the only pitcher to have won World Series games in three different decades.

SPORTS

'Jekyll 'n Hyde' JSU tops Valdosta

BY STEVE CAMP
Sports Writer
The term "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" could easily be used to describe the Jacksonville State Gamecocks' season thus far.

Compiling a 3-3 overall record, JSU has at times displayed flashes of brilliance that were seen last season. The 38-0 mauling of the West Georgia Braves was just one of those games, all right and no wrong.

On the other side of the coin, the Gamecocks have had displays of less than average and nonexciting production. One such game has been that against Livingston State University.

The Gamecocks controlled the game for the most part, but not the score. The result was JSU's first home loss to a Div. II team in a long, long time.

Last Saturday night's game was a classic example illustrated in the photo. As the Gamecocks took to the road and defeated Valdosta State soundly 37-11.

The aim crowd of only 3,000 saw their home team slip swiftly behind as the Gamecocks operated in high gear piling up 23 first half points. The Red Bandits presented their usual stingy defense and Valdosta St. could muster but 3 points before the break.

The Gamecocks were up 23-3 and took the comfortable 20 point advantage to the lockerroom at intermission.

The second session saw much of the same play that had characterized the front end of the contest. The JSU defenders again presented a problem.

Though Valdosta St. did move the football, they were allowed only one touchdown in the second half. The JSU defense surrendered 193 yards on the ground and 118 via the air as their preventive type defense was applied with the big lead.

The Gamecock offense showed signs of jelling into a potent weapon once again. The ground game worked with ease, piling up 257 yards in 49 attempts resulting in two TD stikes.

Through the air, the Fuller passing show aired out 174 yards on 12 completions and strike for a pair of touchdowns as well.

The dark cloud over the offensive picture has to be the injury suffered by senior phenom tailback Reggie Goodloe. While attempting an over-the-top TD leap, Goodloe was met solidly by a crushing blow from two Valdosta State defenders. An injured face for Goodloe was the result. Ward has it that he lost for the season.

With the loss of Goodloe, the timely return of the equally spectacular Walter Broughton is a blessing in disguise. Broughton took up the slack Saturday as he compiled 163 yards rushing and added two more to his season touchdown total.

The Gamecocks return home this Saturday to face Tuskegee Institute in a nonconference battle. Game time is 7 p.m. in Paul Snow Stadium.

Gamecock runners fair well at Troy State

BY MIKE LIVINGSTON
News Editor
The running Gamecocks have improved from week to week. Suddenly, Troy State must look over their shoulder for the first time in years. Division I teams such as South Alabama must run their best to keep from being picked off by JSU.

Ten teams met at Troy State this week, but seven of them mostly got to watch. South Alabama won with 36 points, Troy State placed 2nd with 46 and Jacksonville State placed 3rd with 66.

University of South Alabama runner, Frank Malone, won the 10K cross country race in a time of 31:30. Doug Cronkrite was JSU 2nd in 31:34. Cronkrite battled the whole race jumping from 7th and 2nd during the hilly 4M race. He beat TSU's first man who finished 4th overall.

3rd, 5th, 6th places overall belonged to USA. In 7th was TSU 2nd man. JSU answered with their 2nd man, Mark Carroll in 8th in a time of 32:00. Troy State's 3rd man finished 9th overall. Jacksonville State's 3rd man, Stan Norton was 11th in a time of 32:16.

After the three top individuals for Jacksonville and Troy finished. South Alabama's 5th man was already in, sealing the victory for the Division I, sunbelt conference runners. Troy State students were at the finish line urging their runners to beat the Gamecocks. TSU then put their 4th man across in 13th and the 5th man in 16th place.

Gamecock Matt Holdbrooks finished in 21st in a time of 33:15 and Randy Hardin was 26th in a time of 33:30.

This record shows a marked improvement for the Gamecocks because they lowered the team difference between the rival Trojans, from the first meet with them early this season at West Georgia.

Jacksonville of Florida was 4th with 133 points, in Division I over 40 points behind the Division II Gamecocks.

Overall, it fairly well established the JSU team in 2nd behind Troy State in the GSC. Mississippi College, whom the Gamecocks have run against could be 3rd ahead of West Georgia, Valdosta and Delta State.
Lady Gamecocks snare Falcons in home tri-match

The Lady Gamecocks downed the Montevallo Lady Falcons two games to one in last Wednesday night's home tri-match to place second in the match behind Alabama State.

The squad's 2-1 finish in the tri-match brought their record to 4-1 overall and 1-1 in conference play.

The Lady Gamecocks are an extremely young team this year. With no seniors on the squad, the team has tremendous potential for gaining depth and experience.

Returning players include junior Lisa Holtzclaw, Jean Fowler, Lupe Manning, Melissa Twig, and sophomore Donna Oden. Holtzclaw, a team leader and probably the most powerful hitter on the Gamecock squad, was an AUState participant in the 1981 AIAW State Tournament for JSU. Fowler, who is considered a very determined and energetic player, is an outstanding setter and a key to the team's offense. Manning, who played on the 1978 Pan-American Institute team that won second place in Panama, is a quick defensive player whose performance is important for back row play. Twig, a very aggressive offensive player and a strong hitter and blocker, was named All-County and All-Area for Alexandria High School in 1979, 80, and 81. Donna Oden, an aggressive hitter and protective player, was an All-County, All-Area participant for Thompson High School in 1982. The five newcomers to the team are all freshmen from the northeast Alabama area. Martha Butler, from Anniston, is considered an intelligent player with the ability to read the opposition's offense. She is a strong outside hitter and an effective blocker. Butler played on the Saks High School team which won the County, Area, and Regional Championships and second place in the State in 1982. Lori Jones, a defensive specialist from Rabbitsville is a good back row defensive player. An enthusiastic player, Jones made All-Area in 1981 for White Plains High School.

Michele Picard, from Huntsville, is an aggressive player, a strong outside hitter, and an effective blocker. Picard received All-Conference and All-Tournament honors for Patch American High School in Zewbrucken, Germany.

Allison Weeks, a determined hard-working setter from Anniston, was an All-County and All-Area player for Saks High School in 1983. Shawn Wilson from Albertville received all-County and All-Region honors all 3 years at Albertville High School. Wilson has great quickness, can jump and block well, and is an aggressive middle hitter.

Head coach for the Lady Gamecocks is Janice Creel.

Schedule

October
21-22  Becky Jackson Classic
24  Tuskegee, Ala.  Away
26  Livingston University  Home  7 pm
29  Troy State University  Home  7 pm

November
1  Univ. of N. Alabama  Away  7 pm
3  West Ga. College  Home  7 pm
7  Univ. of Ala.-Tuscaloosa  Away  7 pm
8  University of Montevallo  Away  7 pm
10  Huntington College  Home  7 pm
17-19  Gulf South Conf. Tourney, Martin, Tenn.  Away

Over the past four years, Creel has led the JSU volleyball squad to one state championship (1980), a second (1981) and a fourth (1982) place state ranking, in addition to last year's second place finish in the Gulf South Conference.

Help Wanted

Convenience Store Supervisor to locate in Northeast Alabama. General business experience and people skills required. 4 year degree preferred. Good character and stable family person required. Starting Salary $16,000 - $24,000 depending on experience.

Call Williamson Oil Co. 205-845-1801 for interview or mail resume to P.O. Box 807 Ft. Payne, AL 35967

Join The ALABAMA DATING CLUB

Call Today For More Information

On This Fantasitic Club. Be A Member. Meet New Interesting People.

Call 820-6017

Write P.O. Box 1792
Anniston, AL 36202

Walter Broughton

J.S.U. VS Valdosta State

Walter rushed for 101 yards and one Touchdown in the 37 to 11 defeat of Valdosta State.

Thanks for an outstanding job.
Pistol competition a hit

By TOMMIE WALLS
The JSU Varsity Rifle Team wishes to thank everyone who competed in the 2nd Annual Pistol Competition held October 5th and 6th at Rowe Hall. Once again the match was a big success with approximately 150 people competing. First and second place trophies were awarded in four divisions, a trophy was given to the organization with the largest number of participants, and a .22 caliber semi-automatic rifle was awarded to the overall high scorer.

The Faculty Male Division was won by Mr. Bill Turner (160), also the overall winner of the rifle, with CPT Rick Sackett (152) taking second place. In the Faculty Female Division, Mrs. Linda Bright (115) won the high honors, while Ms. Francis Hunt (78) took the runner-up slot.

The Student Male Division was won by Keith Feher (146), the awarded to the overall high scorer, while Bryan Whitehead (152) took second place. The Student Female Division was won by Tina Angles (119), the awarded to the runner-up honors.

Also included this year, the coveted Gamecock Participation Award went to the Army ROTC Department for their role in the competition.

Although we may be at Mid-Term of the Fall Semester, it’s not too late to take advantage of a Campus Meal Plan. Campus Meal Plans are DISCOUNTED every week throughout the semester, ensuring you the same value that was available at the start of the semester. If you’ve tried the other ways and are already bored with hamburgers and pizzas and are sick of looking at those unwashed dishes or those trips to the “Rip”...

A Campus Meal Plan is for you.

** A special note to coupon holders. SAGA will offer a coupon purchase bonus the week of October 20-28, 1983. If you purchased $100.00 worth of coupons this semester and if you purchase an additional $100.00 during the coupon special week, you will receive one additional book F R E E. That’s $125.00 worth of coupons for $100.00. REPEAT-- The bonus is only for those students who have purchased coupons since the beginning of Fall Semester.

THE CAMPUS MEAL PLAN.
Food for thought.

Runners

(Continued from Page 17)

In the Division II southeastern regionals the Troy State coach feels the St. Augustine may be the best team, along with Troy State. He indicated that his team should be able to beat Liberty Baptist, another power in an area of competition that includes colleges from Florida to West Virginia to Texas.

This week USA, Troy State, JSU and the other schools from the 10th annual Troy Invitational will head to the University of Alabama Invitational.

The Alabama course is the 2nd hardest cross country course in the United States. After this meet, the team goes to West Virginia for the Gulf South Conference Championship and regional meet.

The top two teams and top three individuals then go to the nationals held this year in Wisconsin.

In the women’s race former JSU runner Sheri Williams won the 5K event. Williams runs now for Troy State and led the team to 2nd place finish behind Berry College.
DISCOVER ....
WHERE SAVINGS BEGIN

$14.99
WALKING SHORTS FOR JRS.
*ONE GROUP
*1st QUALITY, VALUES TO $22
*COMFORTABLE CORDUROY IN FALL COLORS

$10.88
OXFORD CLOTH SHIRTS FOR JRS.
*ONE SPECIAL GROUP
*STRIPE AND SLOTS
*OUR REG $13
*SLIGHT IMPERFECTS

$19.88
MEN'S JACKETS
*ONE BIG GROUP
*OUR REG $30
*FALL COLORS
*SIZES S, M, L, XL

$19.99
MEN'S SLACKS
*NEW ARRIVALS
*WOOL OR SILK BLENDS
*SOME PLEATED STYLES
*VERY BIG GROUP

$16.88
BASIC LEE JEANS FOR JRS.
*ONE GROUP
*FIRST QUALITY
*VALUES TO $23

$16.99
MEN'S SLACKS
*WINTER WEIGHTS AND CORDUROY
*SOLD NATIONALLY AT $39 TO $36
*BIG GROUP

OPEN DAILY 9:30 - 6 PM
FRIDAY NIGHT TIL 7:30